
UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

November 17, 2020

MEMORANDUM TO: Stephen Koenick, Chief
Low-Level Waste and Projects Branch
Division of Decommissioning, Uranium Recovery,
  and Waste Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
  and Safeguards

FROM: Christopher Grossman, Project Manager, 
Low-Level Waste and Projects Branch
Division of Decommissioning, Uranium Recovery,
  and Waste Programs
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
  and Safeguards

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF MEETING TO DISCUSS PRE-APPLICATION 
ISSUES FOR SUBMITTAL OF REQUEST FOR LICENSE 
AMENDMENT TO TRANSFER CONTROL OF WATER 
REMEDIATION TECHNOLOGY LLC 

DATE OF MEETING: October 19, 2020

MEETING LOCATION: Online

PURPOSE:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff and representatives for Water 
Remediation Technology, LLC, (WRT), will conduct a one-day public meeting to discuss the 
application process for a transfer of control amendment associated with WRT's license, 
SUC-1591.

ATTENDEES:

NRC –Christopher Grossman, Jacob Zimmerman, Stephen Koenick, Ian Irvin, Kenneth Kline, 
Stephen Poy, Heather Gepford, Roberto Torres, Monica Ford, Farrah Gaskins, Janice Owens. 

WRT – Michael Dimitriou, Chris Perez, James Voorhies; Christopher Pugsley, Esq., Thompson 
& Pugsley, PLLC (WRT’s counsel).

CONTACT:    Christopher Grossman, DUWP/LLWPB
(301) 415-0140

Signed by Grossman, Christopher
 on 11/17/20
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SUMMARY:

NRC staff opened the meeting, described its purpose, and conducted introductions of 
participants and attendees.  WRT began discussion by summarizing the need for a transfer of 
control of WRT’s parent holding company due to the recent death of the majority shareholder 
and informed the NRC that the transferee would be a Canadian entity that is currently a minority 
shareholder in WRT’s parent holding company.  WRT stated that day-to-day operations at WRT 
would remain unchanged.  WRT then sought input on several issues with its upcoming 
application to amend its license to transfer control to the transferee.  

The first issue WRT sough clarification on was whether the proposed transfer would be a direct 
or an indirect transfer.  NRC staff responded that OGC would make that determination and 
would need to review the changes to the organization in full detail.  WRT indicated it would 
amend its previous organization chart, provided in the recent license renewal application, to 
describe the changes. 

Second, WRT indicated it was aware of NRC’s guidance on applications for transfer of control in 
NUREG-1556, Volume 15, Revision 1.  WRT noted that the guidance indicates the locations of 
use should be included and clarified that WRT’s license permits registration of certain uranium 
removal systems under its NRC license rather than listing them on the license.  WRT inquired 
whether uranium removal systems under a general license should be included in the application 
as well.  NRC staff responded that currently there are no uranium removal systems registered 
(previous registrations have been transferred as those states became Agreement States) and 
that all facilities, including those under a general license should be addressed for awareness. 

Third, WRT inquired about submitting proprietary information given the nature of the transfer 
and NRC staff responded that NRC’s regulations at 10 CFR 2.390 specify the requirements for 
withholding of proprietary information from public disclosure.

Fourth, WRT inquired about acceptable approaches to affirm that the transferee will abide by 
WRT’s license conditions.  NRC staff explained that an affidavit signed by both parties to the 
transfer would suffice.

Fifth, WRT inquired whether the submittal should be an application for amendment of the 
license or simply a request to transfer control.  NRC staff explained the application should be an 
amendment application.

Sixth, WRT inquired whether it could incorporate by reference existing commitments made in 
the recent license renewal application that are not changing.  NRC staff stated that it could 
describe in each section of its application whether previous commitments are changing and how 
they are changing.

Finally, WRT acknowledged that it would also need to apply for approval of the transfer in 
Agreement States where it has licenses for uranium removal systems.  WRT inquired whether 
the Agreement States where it has licenses for uranium removal systems would need anything 
additional beyond NRC’s guidance in NUREG-1556, Volume 15, Revision 1.  Representatives 
from several Agreement States, including Georgia, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, and 
Texas described the level of information needed for applications in their states.

After WRT concluded its inquiry about issues with its application, NRC staff informed WRT that 
the application should include financial statements of the company for the past couple of years 
as well as financial projections for the next three years to assist its review of the viability of the 
licensee.  NRC staff also alerted WRT to the possibility for a review of the transfer by the 
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Department of Treasury’s Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), given 
the transferee is a Canadian entity.  NRC staff agreed to provide contact information for CFIUS.

The State of New Mexico asked WRT to communicate with Santa Fe county regarding the 
transfer and financial assurance as well as with community members where it has regarding 
clarification on services and equipment.  WRT committed to reaching out to the county and 
indicated that there was only a single community where services, rather than solely equipment, 
were provided in the State of New Mexico.

The State of Nebraska inquired whether this transfer would be a legal entity change, which 
would require a new Nebraska license.  WRT responded that given the nature of the transfer of 
shares between existing shareholders and the fact there would be no name change of any of the 
companies involved, that it would not qualify as a legal entity change. 

At the close of the meeting, WRT and NRC staff identified the following specific action:  NRC 
staff would provide WRT contact information for the CFIUS review.

Enclosure:  Attendance Sheet

Docket No.:  40-9059
License No.:  SUC-1591
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